Join IST Austria as an intern and help support excellent research!

IST Austria is an international institute in Klosterneuburg dedicated to basic research and graduate education in the life sciences, the physical sciences, mathematics, and computer science. As an intern at IST Austria, you will help support our scientists in performing excellent research. In summer 2019, we are offering students one- to two-month internships in the following areas:

- **Fish Facility** breeds zebrafish for cell and developmental biologists on campus
- **Preclinical Facility** supports life scientists using laboratory rodents for their research
- **IT** assists all employees in solving IT issues
- **Communications & Events** provides media services and manages events, public outreach, and science education activities
- **Procurement** supports with the purchase of consumables and services
- **Assistants to Professors** support professors and their research groups in all administrative tasks
- **Construction & Maintenance** develops the campus infrastructure and maintains its facilities

So if you are interested in doing one of the internships above, please send your application (CV and a motivation letter including preferred area, duration and time of internship) to recruiting@ist.ac.at